
Clinical Furniture and 
Equipment Inventory 
Services
A comprehensive inventory supports an on-demand, accurate and 
detailed view of the status of your F&E and is the foundation of any 
healthcare asset management system. The information it contains 
is critical for healthcare planning from strategic levels through to 
operational maintenance activities and emergency readiness. 

Clinical furniture and equipment (F&E) inventories provide detailed lists of assets held by a healthcare 
facility. Identified by a unique barcode, each asset typically has numerous attributes describing it, such as: 
manufacturer, model, serial number, location, utilities, a condition assessment and warranty information. 
To be of the most value, an inventory must be current, complete and accessible.  



Strategic Capital Equipment Planning
Item counts, age and condition assessments captured  
in an F&E inventory are key to planning future equipment 
investments. Capturing an F&E baseline and tracking 
inventory changes allows a healthcare facility to develop  
a replacement and renewal strategy. Proactive planning  
aids in setting appropriate donation targets and making 
timely equipment purchases.

How we can help
Inventory Survey Services 
We are the Canadian market leader in hospital equipment planning and inventory services. We can 
quickly establish a new inventory baseline for your healthcare facility using one of these two approaches:

Full Service: Our project management team can supply resources and set up processes to help you 
streamline your inventory procedures. This includes survey scheduling, file evaluations within the first  
40 days of collection, communication templates, health and safety tools, floor signage for sensitive  
areas, an online performance dashboard for reporting your team’s progress, and online access to 
finalized records with photos.  

Learn more about our Clinical F&E Inventory Services. 

“As a former senior leader in the 
hospital sector I can attest to the 
value of an inventory service to 
document the current state of 
clinical assets. In a recent project, 
hard decisions arose from not 
having the budget to buy new.  
By referring to our inventory list, 
we were quickly able to identify 
equipment that could  
be transferred.”

– Deborah Hill RN, BScN, MHA (she/her) 
Director, Major Projects; Healthcare

Contact us at inventory@colliersprojectleaders.com 
or visit us at colliersprojectleaders.com

Self-Perform: With this method, your organization can conduct an inventory survey using our F&E 
inventory collections mobile application. This app guides users through safe collection protocols  
and can provide backend office support. The mobile application is customizable, allowing hospital 
staff to collect asset information specific to their needs. Quality control is built into the app at point  
of entry and through drop-down menu choices which ensure complete, consistent item naming 
basedon ECRI™ standards. 
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